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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Maxim Gorky, author of The Lower Depths, once said, "When work is a pleasure, 

life is a joy! When work is a duty, life is slavery." For most people this statement holds 

true. Life for some people is full of ease and happiness. For the rest of the world life is 

hard and it is even harder when thousands of hours of one's life is spent working in an 

imsatisfying job. Everyday, millions of men and women spend an average of eight hours 

a day away from their family and friends in an effort to make money to survive in a world 

consimied with materialism. For some people, those eight hours cannot end soon enough. 

For these people, those four himdred and eighty minutes are hell or at least as painful as a 

visit to the dentist. For other people, those four himdred and eighty minutes are spent 

with a smile on their faces. These people enjoy their jobs. They work for companies that 

view employee satisfaction as a valuable commodity. These companies know that the key 

to good business is to make their employees happy. Employee satisfaction not only 

makes the individual happy but it makes the company happy as well. This chapter will 

establish the importance of employee satisfaction. This will include exploring how 

employee satisfaction affects the employees inside and outside of work as well as how 

employee satisfaction affects companies on multiple dimensions. These dimensions will 

include exploring job-hopping, communication, engagement, productivity, and corporate 

culture. 



Workers used to stay at their jobs no matter what because of company loyalty. 

Today this is not the trend. These employees stayed with a single company whether they 

were happy or not. If the person was happy, then it was just a bonus. Employees did not 

expect or demand it. However, employees no longer expect to work for the same 

company for the rest of their lives because of loyalty. In fact, only one in three people 

state that they are loyal to their company, and one and three people state that they plan to 

leave their jobs in the next two years (Weaver, 2001). Employees have a tendency to 

switch jobs in order to enhance their career development. In fact, 62% of college students 

only plan to stay with their first job for three years or less and only 30% stated that they 

would stay two years (Zuehlke, 2003). This is a dramatic change from the past when 

employees would stay with one company their entire working lives. Currently, it has 

been said that employees will change careers multiple times in their professional lifetime 

(U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2003). This trend to change jobs and careers has made 

the need to keep employees more critical. Employees no longer feel a sense of job 

loyalty. They no longer feel that they must work for the same company for the rest of 

their Uves. Many employees realize that there are a lot of job opportunities in the world. 

Why work for a company that makes you unhappy when there are so many companies 

that would make you happy? 

This tendency to job hop has not only affected the employees but it has also 

affected companies. In the past, companies would bring an employee into its family and 

keep them until retirement. Today employees enter the workforce and periodically job 

hop. This means that companies must continually replace the outgoing employees. The 



company has to spend time looking for replacements, training the new employees, and 

inducting them into the company's environment. According to Leadership for the Front 

Line (2001), the cost of recruiting, and training new employees is far more costly than 

most companies expect (2001, p.7). This price can be increased even more when a 

company attempts to hire a new employee and the new employee does not work out for 

some reason. The price of hopping is costing companies time and money. 

Not only may employee satisfaction affect companies but it may also affect a 

person's health. Studies have shown that happy people typically have lower blood 

pressure, a decreased chance of suffering a myocardial infarction, stronger immime 

systems, and are less likely to suffer from memory loss, exhaustion, ulcers, or panic 

attacks (Berger & Paran, 2002, p. 629; Body Bulletin, 2003, p. 4; Colquohoun el al., 

2003, p. 275; WilUams, 2001, p. 614). These studies suggest that happy employees make 

healthy employees. Healthy employees mean that the company benefits from keeping 

their employees happy. If the employees are happy then they will be healthy which will 

decreases the amount of sick days which will result in fewer temporary workers, fewer 

over worker employees, and less unattended work {Leadership for the Front Line, 2001, 

p.7). 

Not only does employee satisfaction affect an employee's health but it also affects 

a company's productivity. If the employees are happy then the company will have good 

productive workers (Simpson, 2003, p. 6). If employees like their job, they will have no 

problem doing it. If on the other hand employees hate their job, they will try anything to 

avoid doing it. Unhappy employees waste a lot of time and valuable work hours by 



standing around complaining, taking long lunches and breaks, leaving early, coming to 

work late, and dragging out work to avoid doing it or getting more work. Remember, 

Petruncion (2(^00) said that all \\ ork and no play could make your employees less 

producti\ e. Happy emplo>ees on the other hand want to see their work done and done 

well. They want to keep their jobs. They want their employers to see that they care. 

These emplo\ ees do not waste time complaining. Happy employees want to see their 

compan> succeed so that they can continue to work where they are happy. 

In addition to employees being affected by producti\ ity, an employee's 

satisfaction may also be affected by his or her desire to participate in the company. If the 

corporate culture promotes happiness, then employees w ill want to sustain that feeling 

inside and outside of the work environment. They w ill want the happy culture to follow 

them. If employees are happy, then the\ will actively engage in the company inside and 

outside of work. If the employees are happy, then they w ill want to engage in meetings 

and discussions about their company. Trombetta and Rogers (1988) reported that when 

employees w ere happy, they wanted participation in decision-making. Happy employees 

want to be a part of their company inside and outside of work. They want to provide 

input, share concerns, and gi\ e ad\ ice. Unhappy employees simply want to do their job 

and then go home and forget about work. 

In addition to employee satisfaction affecting productivity, it also affects the 

corporate culture of a company. "A company's corporate culture is based on the 

philosophy, the altitudes, the beliefs and the shared values upon which and around which 

the organization operates. Therefore, it is the employees, through their behavior, transmit 



the climate and culture of the organization" (Taylor & Cosenza, 1997, p. 3). If the 

employees are happy, the atmosphere w ill be positive. Employees will have smiles on 

their faces and they w ill generally be in a good mood. The communicafion flowing 

through the air will be positi\ e and happy. The tension in the air will be minimal and joy 

in the air will be thick. If the employees are happy, then the corporate cultiu-e will reflect 

it. If the atmosphere promotes happiness, then the employees will display a positive 

happ\ anitude. E\ er\one w ill see this including family, friends, clients, etc. If the 

emplo\ ees are happ\, they will not only tell their friends and family how happy they are 

at work but their general expressions and attitudes will reflect it which will create a 

positive impression of the company. "Employee referral programs (ERPs) are one of the 

most cost-effective recruiting methods available to find qualified candidates, according to 

a new survey released by the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) and 

Referral Networks" (www.relojoumal.com.). 

Happy employees make happy companies. Happy employees are more likely to 

remain healthy, communicate w ith emplo\ces and employers, engage in the company, 

and stay with the company. Unhappy employees, on the other hand, are more likely to 

job hop, avoid work, disengage, and fear communication. As one can see, employee 

satisfaction plays a major role in business today. In today's world, if a company wants to 

survive it, will demand that their employees are happy. This will increase their chances 

of success. 

http://www.relojoumal.com


CHAPTER 11 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Keeping employees satisfied seems like an easy concept to many people. In 

reaht) keeping emplo\ees happy is very difficult to achieve. A lot of factors go into 

making emplo\ ees happ_\. In a perfect society, employees would be like robots. 

Employers could program all the robots to want and need the same things. The company 

could then gi\ e them what they wanted and they would be happy. Things in reality do 

not work out this way. 

According to Cranny, Smith, and Stone (1992), employee satisfacfion is a 

combination of cognitive and affective reactions to the differential perceptions of what an 

emploNee wants to receive compcired with what he or she actually recei\es. Research in 

the field of employee satisfaction \ iewed employee satisfaction as a unidemensional 

construct (Koustelos & Bagiatis, 1997). Later research revealed that employee 

satisfaction was a multidimensional construct. There are many identified variables 

involved in employee satisfaction w hich often work together to support each other. 

Studies have explained variables related to employee satisfaction. Koustelios and 

Konstantinos (1997) asserted that these variables must be identified and employers must 

be able to discriminate among them. 

Research suggests that many things may contribute to employee satisfaction. 

Some of the more prominent variables are communicafion, mofivation, leadership, salary, 

trust, promotions, work environment, responsibilifies, age, and benefits. As one can see. 



these diverse variables and w hat moti\ ates one employee may not motivate another 

emplo\ee. The key for managers is to discover what has worked well in the past and then 

find out what will work best for their company and its employees. This chapter will 

explore emplo>ee satisfacfion by looking at how past researchers have previously 

classified employee satisfaction and identifying the elements that comprise employee 

satisfaction. Initialh. this chapter will look at the creation and use of employee 

satisfacfion sur\ e>s. The chapter will then look at the multiple variables of employee 

satisfacfion. These variables will be divided into three sections: verbal, nonverbal, and 

leadership. Finalh, it will explore what elements are absent when employee satisfaction 

is reported to be low. 

Sur\evs 

Brown (1960) looked at management's use of employee-attitude surveys. Brown 

reported that many employees saw the use of emplo\ ee-attitude surveys as beneficial. 

Employees, however, voiced their concern that employers were not using the results of 

the surveys as they should. Employees reported that they felt the survey had been a waste 

of their time because no changes had occurred after they had completed the surveys. 

Employees reported that they wanted to see steps being taken to increase their 

satisfacfion. If employers agreed to such requests, then employees reported they had no 

problems with taking employee-attitude surveys. 



Brown suggests a few things that companies should do to make this process 

pleasant for the emplo\ ees. The first thing that Brown suggests is to establish a set of 

standards for the surve\. 

The method of scoring should make sense to those who use the results. Response 
alternatives to each question should gi\ e the participants a feeling that they reflect 
his opinions realistically. The questions should cover topics considered useful to 
those interested in the results, should apply to all participants in the survey, and 
should not be o\ erly repetitious. Revisions should follow a moderate course 
between repetitiousness and radical change-enough variety in questions and 
format should be introduced to maintain the interest of participants, but the 
re\ision should preserve enough similarity that analysis may compare result of the 
new survey with those of previous ones. (Brown, 1960, p. 97) 

BrowTi also suggests that if companies use employee-attitude surveys then they should 

know how to tabulate, read, and understand the results of the siu-vey. If a company does 

not imderstand what the results mean, then how can they expect change or improvement 

to occur? Brown also states that employers should make the results of the survey 

understandable to the employees. How ever, employees only need information that is 

relevant and understandable. Companies should not add opinions about why they think 

something was reported in the way it was and they should not add information that was 

not reported in the results. Brown further states the importance of anonymity. He stales 

that employees should feel and remain anonymous. Surveys are meant to be an 

information gathering tool, not a tool for blame. Employees who fear the loss of 

confidentialit\ when taking surveys are less likely to tell the truth. Employees report that 

they say what management wants them to say so that they will not get in trouble. When 

the employees are able to remain anonymous they feel free to say what they want without 

fear of retribution. 



Emplo\ee satisfaction surveys range from traditional pencil-and-paper 

instruments to software programs such as Job Satisfacfion Challenge (Munn, 1996, p. 

36). "Marketed as a 'system for communication, openness, teamwork and 

transformafion.' the process consists of data collection (using the Job Safisfacfion 

Challenge sofh\ are), guided discussion groups, data analysis and feedback" (Munn, 

1996, p. 36). The sofh\ are contains a survey consisting of 10 questions that are answered 

on a Likert-t\pe scale. The software detects w hen a low response score is given. When 

this occiu-s, the programs create an a\ enue for the employee to respond why they applied 

the low score. When all surveys are completed the program nans an analysis of the data 

and prints the results in the form designated by the survey manager. The software can 

even be guided to focus and elaborate on certain aspects of employee satisfaction 

\ariables. 

When it comes to employee satisfaction, Finck, Timmers, and Mennes (1998) 

state that surveys need to look at what motivates people in order to find out what will 

make them happy. Satisfacfion surveys typically ask questions that inquire about things 

such as are you happy w ith your boss, coworkers, salary, work environment, etc. What 

the survey does address is what the employee considers to be valuable. Let us say two 

employees at a company who have equal positions, equal pay, equal responsibilities, etc. 

take the same survey. One employee may say she/he is happy while the other employee 

may say that she/he is unhappy. Both people work for the same company, have equal 

positions, equal pay, equal responsibilifies, etc., yet, what mofivates them may be 

file:///ariables


different. This moti\ation is what influences how they respond when they are asked if 

they are happ> or not. 

Emplosee safisfaction surveys, paper or electronic, can be effecfive if used 

correcth'. How e\ er, one must remember that managers need to use the results of the 

sur\e\s effectn el>. .Also, managers need to remember that employees are different and 

that all sur\ eys need to get at the individuality of each employee. 

\ erbal Communication Characteristics 

In today's society the common phrase many people hear is, "When the profits are 

up the compan> is happy." The big question today is how does a company get the profits 

up? .\ccording to researchers, the answer is simple keep the employees happy 

(Whitehead, 1998; Schmit, & Allscheid, 1995; Greeene, 2002). When the employees are 

happy the customers are happy, and when the costumers are happy profit goes up. The 

big question is, how does a company go about making employees happy? One avenue 

for employee satisfacfion is verbal communicafion. 

Trombetta and Rogers (1988) sun. eyed 1,035 nurses about how verbal 

communicafion affected their satisfaction. They discovered that communication was 

statistically correlated with job satisfaction. Employees reported that participation in 

decision-making and information adequacy was directly related to their level of job 

satisfaction. Employees also reported that verbal communication openness, information 

adequacy, and age directly related to their level of satisfaction. Satisfaction was not 

stafistically correlated with organizational commitment. 

file:///ccording


Freedom of speech is an important issue. Having the freedom to speak in the 

work place is e\'en more important because people spend most of their waking hours at 

work. Gorden and Infante (1991) looked at how employees' percepfions about their 

\ erbal freedom to speak in the workplace related to their perceptions about their 

employee satisfaction. Results re\ ealed that people perceived that their desired amount 

of verbal freedom w as not being met. Furthermore, results revealed that with freedom of 

speech emplo\ees feU more of an ability to help in decision-making. These employees 

felt more of a commitment to the company than those who perceived they had no input. 

Employees that perceived more freedom of speech had more organizational commitment 

and they were more satisfied with their pay. coworkers, and supervisors' work. Low 

levels of freedom of speech had low lc\els of safisfaction, and high lexels of freedom of 

speech had high levels of satisfaction. 

Communication in the workplace is an important part of success but sometimes 

communicafion can be the cause of the problem. In fact, Folson (2002) showed that 

employees rated \ erbal speech disfractions, excess noise and lack of protection for 

confidenfial conversation in private offices, as the main things that affected their 

safisfaction and productivity. Folson suggests that companies buy computer software 

programs w ith Computer Acoustical Modeling that monitor the noise levels, and that they 

maintain a proper noise absorbing ceiling with a .70 or belter noise masking system. 

Folson stales that by making your environment noise fiiendly you create a productive, 

healthy environment that stimulates productivity and happiness. 

11 



Exchanging information between management and employees can sometimes be a 

difficuh thing. Many channels exist through which information can be received and 

given. Hunt and Ebeling (1983) looked at how creating a consistent environment to 

exchange and recei\e information would affect job safisfacfion. The study looked al 180 

employees from a large medical organization. The organization had no consistent 

medium for the aimoimcemenls of their meetings and there was no consistent structure 

within the meetings. 

Himt et al. (1983) implemented a communicafion intervenfion program to create a 

consistent medium for exchanging and receiving information. The communicafion 

intervention program was a weekly one-hour meeting, set in an environment away from 

the workstation, that discussed various job related issues. Results showed that in the 

presence of the communication intervention program employees' satisfaction increased. 

"WTiile it is difficult to determine w hich variables causes the other, there does appear to 

be enough data to conclude that when a person perceives that "communication' is 

satisfying in her or his organization, she or he will also express general satisfaction" 

(1983, p. 66). Employees also reported that the intervention program improved their 

overall attitudes about their jobs. 

It is hard enough to do your job when you know what your job is but it is even 

harder to do your job when you do not understand the work you are supposed to do. 

Adams and Parrotl (1994) looked at how written and oral explanations about job 

responsibilities, job requirements, rules of expectafions, and rules of what not to do 

affected employees' satisfaction. The study showed that employees who had been given 

12 



formal rules either orally, w ritten, or both w ere shown to have higher satisfaction levels. 

Furthermore, emploNees were shown to ha\e less role ambiguity in the presence of 

formal rules. 

Commimicalion between management and employees is important, especially 

when it comes to employee satisfaction. People have a tendency to either talk to 

supervisors w hen things are really good or when things are really bad. Anderson and 

Martin (1995) looked directly into this issue. The researchers looked at what people 

discussed when the\ talked to their supervisor, their moli\ es for their discussion, and the 

effect of gender. They discovered that communication with supervisors about inclusion 

created high levels of employee satisfacfion. Participants also reported that the ability to 

commimicate with their supervisors with the intent of receiving affection created high 

levels of employee safisfaction. Relaxation, duty, control, and pleasure motives were not 

foimd to be significant. Results also re\ ealed that females' motives for communicafion 

w ith supervisors and coworkers w ere for interpersonal reasons. Males communicated 

with supervisors and coworkers for control. 

Gibbs, Rosenfeld, and Javidi (1994) looked at employee satisfaction in relation to 

communication apprehension (CA). They speculated that high levels of CA would 

decrease an employee's level of satisfaction. They asserted that employees who reported 

high CA would feel uncomfortable in the presence of communication at work. This 

discomfort creates low levels of employee satisfaction. The more apprehensive 

employees have to talk, the lower their satisfaction with the company. To determine if 

their speculations were true the researchers conducted a study of 142 individuals al a 

13 



bank. The participants completed four instruments: Personal Report of Communication 

Apprehension, the Job Descriptn e Index, the Job in General Scale, and the Organization 

Citizenship Behavior Scale (Gibbs, Rosenfeld, & Javidi, 1994). Results reported that a 

w orkers' C.\ le\ el affects their satisfaction in relation to their satisfacfion with the 

super\isors. BasicalK what this means is that if an employee has high levels of CA then 

his/her satisfaction level with his her boss is low when he/she has to engage in 

conversation with the boss. This in liun creates low levels of employee safisfacfion. 

Daniels and Spiker (1983) looked at the role of informafion sharing and receiving. 

The researchers predicted that information sharing and receiving would directly impact 

employee satisfaction. They hypothesized that by employing tw o scales. Communication 

Relationship Scale and the Receiving Information scale, they could find the relationship 

betw een information receiving and sharing and employee satisfaction. All levels of 

employment were examined. Results indicated that the two scales were not adequate in 

finding the relationship between the variables. Results yielded a third variable, which was 

compensation communication. 

Twelve years after Spiker and Daniels (1983) looked at information sharing and 

receiving, Kramer, Callister, and Turban (1995) took it a step further. They looked at 

information sharing and receiving during job transitions. They hypothesized that the 

amount of information given and received would directly influence an employee's 

satisfaction dunng a job transition. The researchers found that free unsolicited 

information was given more than requested. " A senes of planned comparisons indicated 

that the levels of answering information requests were significantly lower than those for 

14 



modeling and providing unrequesled information... and that the levels of modeling were 

significantly higher than those for providing unrequesled information..." (Spiker & 

Daniels, 1983, p. 160). Furthermore, transfer employees were more likely to get 

information directly. New comers were more likely to get information from observations. 

Studies conducted b> Baird and Dieboll (1976) looked al the relationship between 

role congruence and commimicalion. They hypothesized that the degree to which 

employees communicated w ith their supervisors had a direct relationship with their 

satisfaction. In fact, job satisfaction was positi\ ely related to the quality of the 

relationship with the company, the supervisor, and frequency of communication with 

supervisor. The studies also found that employees' relationship with supervisors was 

related to the amount and frequency of communication. When 2,600 American and 

Canadian employees were surveyed, se\eral themes emerged that correlated with high 

employee satisfaction: trust, opportunit\. flexibility, longevity, career planning, and 

training. Each theme related directly to the employee's level of satisfaction. 

The ability to take charge of your life is an important issue for some people. 

Miller, Johnson, Hart, and Peterson (1999) looked at employees' abilities to lake charge 

of their lives al work by having the ability to \erball> negotiate their role al work. The 

researchers found that employees who had supervisors that were open facilitators of 

communication were more likely to be able to verbally negotiate their roles. This 

allowance to help dictate their work role created high satisfaction. Role creation was also 

found to help in conflict resolution. An employee's ability to create and recreate their role 

15 



ga\ e them hope that an\ conflict they had w ith their work could be overcome thus 

creating high satisfaction. 

Man\ aspects played a role in employee satisfaction. Verbal communication 

characteristics w as perhaps one of the most important aspects. It included various 

dimensions such as freedom of speech, information sharing and receiving, and 

communication w ith supervisors. It also included variables such as communication 

channels, communication apprehension, and communication noise. Other variables 

included creating a consistent communication environment, negotiating jobs, and creating 

consistent wntten explanations for employees. 

Nonverbal Communication Characteristics 

Researcher Daniel J. Koys (2001) looked at the relationship between first-year 

emplo>ees' satisfaction and employee turnover rates in relation to how that year affected 

the second-year profit and employee satisfaction. Koys stated that if the company had 

high satisfacfion in the first year, it could be a predicting factor for the second. He also 

stated that the employee turnover rate would be a predictor for the employee satisfaction 

rating as well as the profit margins. Based on the data provided, year one predicted year 

two's employee satisfaction. Employee turnover in year one affected the employee 

satisfaction ratings as well. High turnover resulted in low satisfaction ratings. This also 

affected the profit margins. Low satisfaction levels in year one affected low satisfaction 

level and profit margins in year two. 

16 



Change in life is inevitable. It is also inevitable that changes will occur at work. 

N'ielhaber (1982) looked at how an employee's safisfaction level affected how they dealt 

with change at work. He found that the more satisfied employees were with their jobs the 

more they w ere w illing to accept change. Vielhaber also found that the willingness to 

accept change was correlated with the amount of information, the relationship between 

the emplo\ee and the company, the employee's job involvement, and the actual message 

about the change. 

Pollock, Whitbred, and Contractor (2000) looked at an employee's satisfaction 

related to their social en\'ironment. They found that only one thing influenced an 

employee's satisfaction with their social environment. They also found that several things 

did not influence an employee's safisfaction with their social environment. It was found 

that the greater the self-monitoring the more influence over the social environment which 

in turn created higher satisfaction. It w as also discovered that job enrichment and 

complexity had no effect on an employee's satisfaction in relation to their social 

en\ironment. It was also found that the more experience an employee had with their job 

the less likely he'she would be affected by the social environment. An individual's 

growth need strength (G\S) was shown to have no effect on their satisfaction (Pollock et 

al., 2000, p. 295). Past experience was also revealed to have no influence on an 

employee's satisfacfion with their social environment. 

When employees are satisfied, they become motivated to come to work because 

they actually enjoy it. According to Romano (1997), motivafion is the key. Romano first 

states that companies need to learn to delegate responsibilities. This creates high levels of 

17 



safisfaction. Romano also proclaims that companies need to inspire people from within 

the compan>'. MoncN also plays a key role in motivation. This is not to say that 

companies should bribe employees. What is meant by money and motivation is simply, 

does the act of recei\ing money create a sense of renewal and accomplishment? If it does 

not, then perhaps money is not the answer. Romano also suggests that companies should 

continualK- assess employee satisfaction. Companies' need to be aware if something is 

negati\ el\ affecting employee satisfaction. The sooner something is remedied the less 

likeK the effect will ha\ e a lasting impact. Aligning individual goals and company goals 

is another thing that Romano suggests companies do. If the goals match, then they 

accentuate each other. If goals do not match each other, then they are opposing forces 

that work against each other. Companies should embrace goals that work to benefit and 

motivate ever\'one. In this regard, companies should allow employees to help establish 

and carry out these goals. Furthermore, Romano states that companies should create a 

family-oriented environment. This means that company members should not only feel 

like a family within the walls but they should feel like the employees' families outside 

the walls are their family, too. This means when an employee's family member is sick 

the company should create flexible accommodations for the employee just like they 

would want to create flexible accommodations for themselves if their family member was 

sick, hurt, etc. 

Aime Palumbo (1999) looked at the employee satisfaction levels of employees in 

the food engineenng industry. When surveyed about what would increase employee 

satisfaction three positive themes and three negative themes emerged. The first positive 
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theme that emerged w as the abilitv to help w ith decision-making. Employees stated that 

the abilit> to help in decision-making made them feel that the company recognized their 

experience, know ledge, \alue, and position in company. The second positive theme that 

emerged was the ability to help establish company direction. Employees reported that the 

ability to help establish long-term and short-term goals would make their satisfaction 

increase. The third positive theme was the recognition of good work. Employees stated 

that they not onl> wanted monetary recognition but non-monetary recognition as well. 

Emplo\ ees wanted more recognition both verbal and nonverbally about their 

performance at work. The first negative theme that related to job satisfaction was related 

to work load. Employees reported that too much or not enough w orkload was tied to 

their satisfacfion. The second negafive connection that emerged was lack of efficiency. 

"Half (49 percent) of our survey participants believe that time pressures decrease their 

producfivity/ efficiency, while 42 percent say lack of support from upper management is 

a major contributor to lost efficiency" (Palumbo, 1999, p. 69). The last connection to 

employee safisfacfion was the working condition with which employees had to live. 

Employees reported that good work conditions increased their productivity and 

safisfaction. 

New findings from International Survey Research (ISR) suggests that there is a 

link between employee satisfaction and a company's financial performance. Companies 

which—compared with the industry in which they operate—achieve above-average net 

profit margins or above-average, returns on invested capital also have higher levels of 

employee satisfaction and commitment (ISR, 2002, p. 51). Roger Maifiand (2002), 
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deputy chairman of ISR, identified se\eral factors, which he asserts ISR claims separates 

the top companies from the rest of the companies. The first thing that he says separates 

top companies from the rest is management of the company. He also states that 

companies who ha\ e leaders who know what it is like to follow have high safisfaction 

rates because the\- communicate with their employees based on their experience as a 

follower. Maitland's second assertion is that top companies have a fixafion with quality. 

EmploN ees reported that companies who valued quality maintained a safe, updated, and 

efficient w ork environment w hich increased their satisfaction. In addition to valuing 

quality, top companies also value inno\ ation. Maifiand claims that top companies have a 

reputation of being able to compete with the changing times and make their products 

meet the times. Employees reported that innovation equaled job stability, which equaled 

high job satisfaction. Top companies also \alue a healthy work environment because it 

promoted healthy work. Lastly, top companies acknowledge that the employees are the 

most important resources they have. Top companies acknowledge that w ithout their 

valued employees, the company would not be what it is. 

According to Barbian (2001), the key is to find what works for your employees. 

Several themes, howe\ er, have held universal to most companies. Most companies have 

realized that valuing employees' ideas increases employee satisfaction ratings. 

Employees want to know that when they provide valuable informafion their ideas are not 

going to be put into some filing cabinet in the basement. Companies have also realized 

that in the presence of offenng developmental/educafional opportunifies employee 

safisfaction ratings increase. When the company offers developmental/educafional 
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opportimities the employees feel that company sees self-improvement as an asset. Many 

companies have also seen that employees like to feel free to give their opinions on ideas, 

procedures, rules, etc. Employees like to know fiiat management will listen verbally and 

non\erball\ even if fiiey disagree with their viewpoints. This brings about the next 

realization, confrol over their own destiny. Employees like to feel that they are in charge 

of their own careers. Employees do not want to feel like puppets. This coincides with the 

next point, w hich is that employees like to have a flexible work environment. Employees 

want to have the flexibility to do their jobs however they want, whenever they want, 

wherever the\ w ant, etc. Employees also state that they value good leadership, similar to 

a Theorv \ ' boss. This means that management does not act like a big brother constantly 

monitoring ev er>lhing they do. Employees also want good benefits packages and good 

salaries. Employees also want pride in their company. This can come in many forms. 

One popular form is community acts. Employees want to know that their company cares 

about the lost, hungry, abused, etc., people of the world. 

According to Catlete and Hadden (1999), there are certain things that companies 

should know in order to make their employees happy. Companies should have a positive 

attitude and in return that is what they will get. Mangers must lead by example. The 

researchers also state that companies should operate on a core covenant with three simple 

rules. The first rule states the company should be governed in a way that all the 

individuals benefit in someway. The second rule states that membership in the company 

should be seen as an honored privilege. The last rule states that a company should focus 
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on a '^\hat can 1 do for \ou" attitude as opposed to 'Vhat can I do to you" attitude 

(Catlete & Hadden, 1999, p. 61). 

Companies should also focus on the role that assumptions play in satisfaction. 

When information is lost, absent, or hidden, assumptions are made which may or may not 

be accurate. Companies should create an open door policy about the sharing, giving, and 

receding of informafion. Catlete and Hadden (1999) also say that companies should look 

at what emploN ees want and deserve. The researchers list the following seven things: 

meaningful work, high standards, a clear sense of purpose and direction, balanced worth 

it file, a le\ el playing field, and the ability to be and feel competent. The researchers then 

state that companies will know their success by the proof, which rests in their people. It 

is just like the old saying goes, "Seeing is believing." The last thing that Catlete and 

Hadden sa\ is that companies must realize that three trends ha\'e emerged in most 

companies with high employee satisfaction ratings. They say that these companies keep 

their employees committed. They show them that they are important. They enable them 

to perform. 

Just like verbal communication characteristics play a significant role in employee 

satisfaction so does nonverbal communication characteristics. Nonverbal communication 

characteristics ranged from educational advancement to social environments. The 

variables were very diverse yet all played an important role. Some of the variables 

included motivation, pow er, control, flexibility, salary, and benefits. Other variables 

included having a fixation with quality, meaningful work, high standards, a clear sense of 
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purpose and direcfion, balanced worth it file, a level playing field, and the ability to be 

feel competent, etc. 

Leadership Communication Characteristics 

Leadership in the work place has a definite connection with job satisfaction. 

Fuller, Morrison, and Jones (1999) investigated what degree fransformational leadership 

had on emplo\ ees intrinsic task motivafion related to employee satisfaction. According to 

Shamir (1990), fransformational leaders had an emphasis on collecfive confidence, 

idenfity, and outcomes. For this reason. Fuller et al. (1999) first identified the presence 

of transformational leadership at a medical facility. The researchers then enlisted 230 

participants from three positions, registered nurse (RN), licensed pracfical nurse (LPN), 

and nursing assistant (NA). Each position required a different educational qualificafion. 

.An analysis was then conducted to predict the relationship between transformational 

leadership and empowerment in relation to job satisfaction. Educational background was 

taken into account in the analysis due to the fact that education to some individuals 

equals empow erment. Results indicated that a significant correlation existed between 

transformafional leadership and an emplo\ ees intrinsic task mofivation. Follow-up 

analjses conducted by the researchers focused on the levels of transformafional 

leadership in the workplace. 

Steven Pool (1997) looked at the relationship between leadership and satisfacfion 

in regard to motivation. Through a series of four measurement scales several conclusions 

were revealed about the role that motivation plays. Reports indicated that motivation was 
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the key to employee satisfaction. As the lev el of job motivation increased, the level of 

employee satisfaction increased. Reports indicated that the second key to employee 

satistaction is leadership behavior. The last key to employee satisfaction was leadership 

st\le. Results also re\ealed significance related to leadership style, task subsfitutes, and 

organizafional substitutes. 

Richmond, McCroskey, and Davis (1982) looked at employee safisfaction in 

relation to Management Communication Style (MCS) in four organizational settings. 

Researchers employed the following scales: Job Description hidex (JDf), Tolerance for 

disagreement scale (TFD), Innovativeness Scale (IS). Personal Report of Communication 

Apprehension (PRC.-\), Management Communication Style (MCS), Supervision Scale 

(SS), and Administration Scale (AS). Analysis re\ ealed that MCS had moderate 

correlations w ith supen. ision, work, pay, promotion, and coworkers. 

Richmond, McCroskey, Davis, and Koonlz (1980) looked at the relationship 

between management communication styles and employee satisfaction. In order get the 

data needed, the researcher administered three scales: the Job Descriptive Index, 

Management Communication Style Instrument, and the Perceived Power Scale. Each 

scale consisted of a series of questions that would ultimately help the researcher 

determine the relationship between management communication styles and employee 

satisfaction. Results indicated that coercive power negatively affected employee 

satisfaction. Results also indicated that reward power had httle effect on employee 

satisfaction. The belief that communication of legitimate power would have a negative 

relationship with employee satisfaction had little support (Richmond et al., 1980, p. 44). 
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Referent and expert power were only shown to have a correlation with satisfaction of the 

supervision. 

Infante and Gorden (1985) looked at how managers' argumentativeness affected 

emplovee satisfaction. " Satisfaction was conceptualized as a linear composite of six 

variables: career satisfaction, number of promotions, salary, satisfaction with superior, 

satistaction with the superior's effectiveness in upward commimication, and satisfaction 

with tite employee rights in the organization" (frifante & Gorden, 1985, p. 119). "The 

results of this stud\ provide additional support for the idea that argumentativeness is a 

constructi\ e communication predisposition, whereas \ erbal aggressiveness is destructive" 

(Infante et al., 1985, p. 123). Results also indicate that the level of argumentativeness that 

each individual held separately had some impact on the employee's satisfaction. This 

means that the employee and manager did not have to hav e the same range of 

argumentativ eness for satisfaction to be achieved. 

Wheeless, Wheeless, and Howard (1984) looked at several important variables 

related to employee job satisfaction. " Communication satisfaction with supervisor, 

perceived superior receptivity to information, perceived decision-participation level, and 

the participation desired participation discrepancy were found to be related to the job 

satisfaction indices" (Wheeless et al., 1984, p. 228). Most variables were shown to have 

a .76 correlation with employee job satisfaction. The first variable examined 

communication satisfaction with supervisors. Employees reported that a strong network 

of communication positively correlated with the satisfacfion felt at the work place. The 

second variable was supervisor receptivity of information. Research showed that 
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employees felt a sfrong sense of job satisfaction in the presence of a solid information-

based communication netw ork. Communication reciprocity with supervisors was shown 

to have the strongest correlation related to job safisfacfion (Wheeless et al., 1984, p. 222). 

The third variable examined w as decision-participation discrepancy. Employees reported 

that in the presence of high quality allowances for participation in decision-making their 

overall job safisfaction increased. This satisfaction was strongly connected to employees' 

participation level and desired participation level in decision-making. The fourth variable 

looked at w as decision- participation discrepancy. This variable was related to the 

emplov ee's desired participation discrepancy. The last variable examined specifically at 

the emplovees' overall satisfaction related to their satisfaction with their supervisors, 

cow orkers, promotions, pay, and work. All variables were shown to have a strong 

correlation with job safisfaction. 

Leadership communication characteristics were shown to have many variables. 

Research showed that employee satisfaction w as related directly to leadership. 

Communication between mangers and employees w as show n to have a significant 

relationship regarding content, fiming, reasoning, motivation, etc. Management's 

communication style was also shown to affect employee satisfaction. Furthermore, 

management's argumentativeness, style, communication personality, etc. were also 

shown to effect an employee satisfaction. 
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Lack of Employee Satisfaction 

According to Caudron (2001), employee satisfaction levels are lower than they 

ha\ e been in fiie past ten years. This is due to many things. "The long list includes 

increased job-hopping, higher use of employee-assistance services, declining 

producti\it>', energy-sapping morale problems, and a greater willingness to file 

discrimination complaints" (Caudron, 2001, p. 33). Caudron claims that in order to 

understand satisfaction one must understand that satisfaction is linked with expectations. 

If one's expectations are high, and they are not being met, employees are unhappy. 

People today want everything. This, however, is not possible for a lot of people because 

unconfrollable circumstances prevent people from being what they want to be. This in 

turn creates psychological issues such as en\ y. jealously, resentment, etc. ultimately. This 

causes dissatisfaction. People at work expect to find emotional fulfillment, which in turn 

will cause satisfacfion. People are not getting emotional fulfillment because they are not 

getting what they w ant, to be the other guv and have ev erything that he has. 

In the vast population of articles that discuss employee safisfaction, few talk about 

what it means to be unsatisfied. Eisner (2001) discussed how people, especially women, 

have a constant battle in their lives, job and work. She claims that this battle is even 

more tiring if you are unsafisfied at work. "The old quesfion was: Is my job worth all this 

time away from home and family? The new question: Is my job worth it?" Eisner claims 

that in the presence of non-safisfaction, employees (especially female employees) are 

more willing to give into the demand that work is just not worth the aggravation. Eisner 

also states in the presence of a non-family oriented environment employees are more 
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willing to gi\ e up on their jobs. Companies that have long work hour demands with no 

consideration for family issues create problems in regard to employee satisfaction. Eisner 

also claims many companies are lost in direcfion and have a lack of confidence. She 

asserts that it is hard to find direction or confidence if your company cannot find its 

direction or confidence. This equals low employee safisfaction. It is easy to rationalize 

missing your children's sporting events, plays, recitals, etc., when work is satisfying but 

when work is unsatisf>ing it is hard to tell your children that something you hate comes 

before them. 

.Achieving high ratings in employee satisfaction can be a tough thing. Many 

surv ev s get at what will make people happy but few actually get at w hat makes people 

unhappy. .Melymuka (2000) looked at this v cry thing. Melymuka surveyed 575 

respondents and asked them what made them unsatisfied at work. The respondents noted 

several things. Many of the respondents reported that they felt unchallenged. Several 

employees reported that they felt that they had no future. Employees also reported that 

the companies provided no training for them to get ahead or advance in their company. 

Employees stated that they felt that they w ere being locked into positions. Employees felt 

that if they had held a position for a long period of time the company only saw them as 

working that type of job. The companies ignored the fact that they may have other 

interests, talents, and ambitions. Employees also reported that feeling lost left them 

unsatisfied. Employees stated that in times of feeling confused they wanted to be able to 

go seek help. Almost half of the respondents reported said they felt that were dissafisfied 

with their ability to telecommute. Several employees stated that they were dissafisfied 
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with die frequency or lack of frequency in bonuses. Stress also was reported as a 

predicting factor in satisfaction. Employees reported that high stress made them 

dissatisfied. 

Lvon (2001) asserts that even in the presence of high employee satisfaction, 

emploN ees still recognize that improvement can always be made. 'When employees with 

high satisfaction rafings w ere surveyed about w hat the company could do to increase 

their satisfaction even more, they had a few suggestions. "Reports indicate that 

emplo\ees w ant to improve their perceptions of compensation, employee benefits, 

communicafion, and career path/promofions" (Lyon, 2001, p. 46). Lyon first stated that 

companies should know what their current business culture actually is and what the 

employees think the culture is. Companies should know what they want it to be and what 

the employees want it to be. This means that the company should make no decisions 

without talking to employees first. Lyon's second suggestion for companies is that they 

hand out surv eys. Surveys provide companies w ith opportunities to know exactly want 

the emplojees want. Lyon suggests that companies ask the following open-ended 

quesfions. "(1) We could be more profitable if.. (2) We could increase producfivity if.. 

(3) 1 could do myjobbetter if.. (4) We could increase revenue if.. (5) If 1 were owner, I 

would...." (Lyon, p. 49). Lyon also states that companies have to deal with the following 

flindamental truths. 

(1) Employee perceptions may or may not be true, but they are real. (2) The 
human equation always affects the bottom line. (3) How the staff "feels" affects 
how they do their job. (4) A satisfied staff performs better than a dissafisfied staff 
(5) It is better to know than not know. (6) If an owner wants to know what 
employees think, the owner should ask them. (7) If an owner does not want to 
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know w hat employees think, the owner should probably not ask them. (Lyon 
2001, p. 49) F ^ V > , 

Chan M. Hellman (1997) looked at the correlafion between job safisfacfion and 

the intent to leave. Hellman h>pothesized that the more unsatisfied an employee was at 

work the more likelv- she he would be to leav e her/his job. Hellman predicted that the 

onlv exceptions would be in regard to age and tenure. Hellman hypothesized that older 

people would have less of an intention to leave their jobs even in the presence of low 

satisfaction. Older people were predicted to have more investment in the company. Older 

people were also predicted to have more of an attitude that satisfaction was more of a 

bonus not a requirement. Hellman also hypothesized that in the presence of tenure, 

employee satisfaction would not play a key role. Employees with tenure would regard 

satisfaction as more of an after-thought than a guiding force. All hypotheses were shown 

to be significant. Employee satisfaction directly influenced intent to leave except in case 

of employees higher in the age bracket and employees w ith tenure. 

Lack of employee satisfaction was shown to be related to a lot of things. This 

included having unattainable expectations and not realizing limitations. Low safisfacfion 

was also related to companies lack of acknowledgment about family issues and not 

having enough "worth its." It was also shown to be related to being locked into positions, 

no flexibilitv. and not enough bonuses. Unhappy employees also reported that they 

wanted better employee benefits, communication, and career path/promotions. Employee 

satisfaction was also shown to be related to an employee's intention to leave or stay with 

a company. 
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.•\s stated earlier, employee satisfaction is hard to achieve. Many factors influence 

an indiv idual's satisfacfion at work. Past research has identified three of these variables 

as follows: v erbal communication characteristics, nonverbal communication 

characteristics, and leadership communication characteristics. These aspects ranged from 

communication issues to financial issues. The key is to discover the match for each 

company and its emplovees. 'What makes one individual happy may not make another 

indi\idual happy. Each company has its own way of achieving safisfaction. Past 

research in the field of emplo\ee satisfaction has addressed these multitudes of variable 

that make up emplov ee satisfaction. Through a content analysis of employee satisfaction 

sur\ evs, the researcher hopes to discover similar correlations that spread through top 

ranked companies to work for. Therefore, the following research questions will be 

explored: 

RQ 1: What are the predominant characteristics of employee satisfaction? 

RQ 2: What role does communication plav in employee satisfaction? 
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CHAPTER 111 

METHODS 

Research in the field of employee satisfaction has revealed that several variables 

make up employee satisfaction. These variables include verbal and nonverbal 

communication and leadership styles. Companies have previously been able to achieve 

high employee satisfaction ratings despite the diversity of people's motivafions and needs 

when it comes to employee satisfaction. Companies rated high in employee satisfaction 

are t>atured in magazine journals and trade publications. Through a content analysis, the 

researcher hopes to imderstand why these top ranked companies are considered the best 

to w ork for and what role communication plays in employee satisfaction levels. 

This chapter will include sev eral key elements. The chapter will begin with a 

brief infroduction about why content analysis was selected for this study. The chapter 

will then provide an explanation of exactly what content analysis is. It will then explain 

the procedures that will be taken. This will include a description of what research 

materials were needed, how the research materials w ere acquired, what coding 

procedures were used, and how the analysis was conducted. 

Content Analysis 

Content analysis was selected for three important reasons. The first reason is 

good research questions compare one variable to another variable. This is to say that they 

describe the relationship between the variables. This was the researcher's intention. The 
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researcher set out to find common v ariables among top companies listed as the best 

companies to w ork for. The researcher endeavored to find these variables in an attempt 

to compare the listed v ariable in an effort to create a master list of variables that 

connected all top companies w ith high employee satisfaction rates. This would allow the 

researcher to discov er exacth w hat top companies were doing in order to secure high 

emploN ee satisfaction ratings. The variables would then be categorized as recurring 

themes that top companies had in common. This would allow companies to see what top 

companies w ere doing to create high satisfaction ratings. 

The second reason that content analysis was chosen was because it was systematic 

and objective (Stone, Dunphy, Smith, & Ogilivie,1996). Any researcher following the 

same procedures set forth can produce the same results as revealed in this study. This is 

important because the goal of the research is to find common themes that all companies 

can incorporate to increased their employee satisfaction ratings. If the results were not 

objective and systemafic, then the significance would decrease. The goal was to help 

other companies find recurring themes that have w orked in the past for other companies 

so that they can incorporate them into their companies to create high satisfaction ratings. 

The final, and most important, reason content analysis was selected is that it would allow 

the researcher to determine what role communication variables play in employee 

satisfaction. Content analysis will allow the researcher to compare the results of the 

study with literature on employee satisfaction to venfy or challenge the role of 

communicafion in employee satisfaction. 
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Content analysis is a systematic technique used to study the content of 

communication messages. It involves the quantification of messages into idenfified 

categories. The process is systematic and objective. Its findings have the potential to be 

reliable and v alid. 

These messages come from a broad spectrum. They can be magazine articles, 

new spaper columns, journal articles, transcripts, books, music, plays, film, etc. Almost 

all kinds of communication messages can be used for content analysis. This however, 

does not mean that all messages should be used for content analysis. Messages should 

only be used w hen an important quesfion needs to be answered. Messages that need to 

prove something to be true or valid. 

Content analysis involves six steps. The first step is the review of literature. This 

will guide the researcher towards his or her research questions or hypotheses. The 

research question or hypothesis may come from a hunch or it may be an attempt to 

explain human behavior. Most commonly, however, research questions and hypotheses 

are derived and guided by past research (Emmert, 1970, p. 293). This study used the 

same methods. The second step is to decide what communication messages will be used. 

The researcher must idenfify the time period of interest and the institufional source for 

documents. This will allow the researcher to create boundaries for his or her research 

population. These parameters will keep the research focused. This study used magazines 

and stayed within the past 10 years. The third step involves selecting communication 

messages that are representative of a broad spectrum yet small enough to be studied. 

This allows the samples to be limited but still able to provide the data needed. The fourth 
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step of content analysis involves the creafion of the units of analysis. These are the items 

that are being quantified. They should reflect Uie research quesfion or hypotheses being 

tested. They mav' be words, symbols, sentences, themes, paragraphs, phrases, names, etc. 

hi some cases, more than one unit of analysis is needed (Stacks, 1999, p. 253). This 

study used descriptions about top companies. The fifth step involves the inventions of 

the categories to which the quantifiable items will be assigned. These categories must be 

valid, meaningfiil, exhaustive, mutually exclusive, and independent (Stacks, 1999, p. 

172). The last step is coding the commimication messages. This must be done 

systematically, objectively, and carefully (Stacks, 1999, p. 253). 

Procedures 

For the purpose of this research, the researcher looked for materials about the 

best/top companies to work for. The researcher rev iew ed magazines that featured articles 

that discussed these companies. The desired articles featured not only lists but also 

discussions about what attributes made the companies reach the top of their lists. The 

researcher set out to find lists that were general to all professions, and articles that were 

specific to certain professions' industries such as construction, mass media, computers, 

interior design, etc. The researcher also wanted lists that were specific to certain groups 

of individuals. These were lists such as the following: best companies for African 

Americans to work for, best companies for Hispanics to work for, best companies for 

minorities to work for, and best companies for working mothers. 
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Materials 

The selected mediums for analysis where found through several steps. The first 

step was sur\ e\ing the Texas Tech Llniversity Library computer system for available 

articles about the selected topic. Several key terms were used in order to produce the 

desired results. Some of the key terms uses were as followed: (1) 100 best companies to 

work for, (2) top 100 companies to work for, (3)10 best companies to work for, (4) top 

10 companies to work for, (5) best companies to work for, (6) top companies to work 

for, and (7) top companies. Many of the key terms yielded the same articles. Several 

listed articles that appeared under the key terms w ere not selected because the content of 

the articles were not focused on employee satisfaction. Once articles were identified as 

pertinent to the research the researcher then took the steps necessary to obtain the articles. 

This involved either prinfing the article off the computer or coping the article directly 

from the magazine. The following magazines w ere gathered: Canadian Business, Crain 's 

New York Business, Best's Review. Xational Petroleum News. Graphic Arts Monthly. 

Landscape Management, Hispanic Business, Waste Age, National Underwriter, 

Advertising. Lodging Hospitality. Hotel & Motel management, Advertising Age, Black 

Enterprise, Indianapolis Monthly. Builder. Concrete Construction. Marketing magazine. 

National Restaurant News, Ad Age Global. Fortune, Computerworld. Interior Design. 

Modem .Matenul.s Handling, Animation. Industrial Distribution. Site Selection. 

Restaurant and Institutions, Electronic Business, Modern Materials Handling. Mother 

Jones. Pharmaceutical Executives, Purchasing, and Crain 's Cleveland Business. 
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The second method used to yield material was scanning current articles in a local 

bookstore. The researcher selected current magazines that had the potential to yield the 

desired topic. The researcher then scanned through the magazine to determine if the 

magazine included articles about the chosen topic. This method produced a limited 

amount of desired materials. The total time spent with this method was two hours. The 

magazines found were Forbes and Fortune. 

The last method employed to obtain desired materials was calling magazine 

companies. This method was employed because sev eral articles alluded to past issues of 

magazines that could not to be obtained. Calling the magazines directly allowed the 

researcher to obtain back issues of magazines. The time response to receive the back 

issues was 3-6 weeks. The magazines retrieved were Working Mother and Fortune. 

Coding Procedures 

The selected magazine articles were subjected to a content analysis that involved 

a systemic coding process. This process followed several steps. The first step was a close 

scan of the contents of the articles. This allowed the researcher to know exacfly what 

was inside each article. This also allowed the researcher to determine the categories for 

w hich the attributes were placed. The researcher then looked for similarities in the lists. 

These similarities were placed in multiple categories. The researcher then looked for 

similarities in the multiple lists. Finally, a master list of categories was selected and all 

attributes were placed in the existing categories. The master list was created by looking 
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at the multiple existing categories to find similarities. This allowed the research to 

combine the multiple categories into a small number of categories. 

Category Construction 

Concept categories, verbal communication characteristics, nonverbal 

communication characteristics, and leadership communication characteristics, for the 

variables being studied w ere constructed. Concept categories are equivalent to the 

questions that the researcher asked. The researcher created coding categories for the 

measurement device. Coding categories provided answers to the questions that were 

being asked about each unit of analysis. Coding schemes primarily allow open-ended and 

fixed responses. This study incorporated both tvpes of questions because both qualitative 

and quantitative methods were used. For the qualitativ e part of the analysis the answers 

were flagged with marks. For the quantitafive part predetermined lists of coding 

categories were created. The lists were logical and mutually exclusive. 
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CHAPTER FV 

RESULTS 

Ninetv'-three different variables related to employee satisfaction were revealed. 

These variables were then ranked according to mentions (see Appendix A). These 

variables ranged from job flexibility to free in-house massages. These variables were 

divided into ten different emergent themes. The themes were arranged according to size 

with the largest theme first and the smallest last. The themes were as followed: salary, 

work schedule, parental benefits, perks, miscellaneous, continued education, community 

sen. ice'aid, work force, retenfion, and communication (see Appendix B). The emergent 

themes had between 2 and 27 different variables. Retention yielded the least amount of 

variables and perks revealed the largest. Communication accounted for the fewest 

number of mentions while salary yielded the largest. 

The first and largest theme was salary. It revealed 187 separate variables and 739 

menfions. Insurance was mentioned 167 times. Bonuses were referred to 146 times. Profit 

sharing surfaced 104 times. Overtime benefits/perks had 78 mentions. This variable 

included such things as overtime pay and allowing family members to come to the 

company and join the worker for a free dinner on the company dollar. Stocks were 

menfioned 65 fimes. Vacation holiday pay was mentioned 37 times. References to 

benefits in general were referred to 32 times. Same sex/non-married domestic partner 

benefits and 401K plans were each mentioned 19 fimes. Salary was menfioned 18 

different times in the various articles. Sabbaficals were referred to 16 times. Awards 
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were menfioned 14 times. References to pension plans occurred 11 times. A generous 

severance plan was mentioned 10 times. Overtime perks/pay surfaced 8 times. Holiday 

perks and generous sev erance plans were each referred to 3 times. The total count of this 

theme 739, demonsfrated that salary had a significant impact on employee satisfaction. 

In fact, it was the largest emergent theme. 

The next emergent theme, work schedule, revealed 5 different categories. The 

first category, job flexibility, was menfioned 216 fimes. This category was the most 

frequent variable mentioned of all 96 variables. References to the ability to work at home 

and a compressed workweek were each mentioned 97 times. The next variable was job 

sharing. This surfaced 93 times. The last variable w as job rotation that was menfioned 2 

times. The total count for this emergent theme was 505. Demonstrating that a persons 

work schedule directly affects his or her employee satisfaction. In fact, only one other 

emergent theme was larger. 

The third theme, parental benefits, v lelded sev en separate variables. The first 

variable was maternity/paternity leave, which surfaced 121 different fimes. Childcare was 

mentioned 96 times. This included on and off cite childcare centers. This also included 

childcare reimbursement if the company did not provide daycare facilifies. The next 

variable w as adoption reimbursement/aid, which w as mentioned 92 separate times. This 

included partial or complete finical aid with adoption expenses. This also included fime 

off after adoption. A family leave plan was mentioned 84 times. Well-baby plans, free 

car seats to new parents, and lactation rooms were all referred to once. The total count of 

all vanables mentioned in this category was 396. This demonstrated that employees 
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valued their parental benefits. In fact, it is seen as a significant role in employee 

satisfaction ranking third. 

Perks yielded 27 different variables. Variables under the theme of perks were 

mentioned 338 times, fridoor workout facilities/ outdoor sports fields were mentioned 128 

times. Cafeteria rooms free snacks/free meals were referred to 115 fimes. Discounts on 

company products sen ices were mentioned 26 fimes. In-house clinic was mentioned 15 

times. In-house free massages were mentioned 10 times. Car/bike maintenance services 

were mentioned 7 times. There were six mentions of in-house hair salons. References to 

Yoga classes surfaced 4 times. On-site dry cleaners and subsidized activities were 

mentioned 3 times, fri-house banking, pet insurance, free corporate sponsored trips, and 

aid with weddings w ere each mentioned two times. Aid w ith wedding came in the form 

of either money or free limousines serA ices for the wedding. Meditation services, 

intramural sports leagues, in-house video arcades, and video rental stores were also 

mentioned. Other perks included free tax preparation and audio libranes. References to 

nap rooms, laundry rooms, free Kotex products in the ladies restrooms, on-site travel 

agents, and on-site film processors w ere all mentioned once. Free art classes and on-site 

dentists were also mentioned once. The total count (338) vanables in this theme 

demonstrated that perks played a role in employee satisfaction. In fact, it ranked fourth 

(see Appendix B), only separating it from third place by 58 mentions. 

The next theme was the catch all category that was labeled miscellaneous. This 

theme encompassed 23 vanables that were unique and unable to be classified into any 

other theme. Employee assistance programs were refen-ed to 91 times. Telecommuting 
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options were mentioned a total of 85 fimes. Elderly care/referral was mentioned 60 times. 

.\ sick lea\e policy was referred to 13 times. Equal parking was mentioned 9 separate 

times. References to atmosphere occurred 7 times. This included references to a 

comfortable w ork en\ironment and beautiful environmental surroundings such as 

mountains, oceans, etc. Upward mobility and retirement were each referred to 5 times. 

Four references v\ ere made to equal parking for all employees. Casual dress policies and 

aid w ith financial needs w ere also mentioned 4 fimes. There were 3 references to equal 

freatment of all employees. Access to the corporate jet in cases of emergencies was 

mentioned twice. Weekly social gatherings and savings plan programs were each 

mentioned U\ ice. Birthday recognition, such as parties and cards, w as only mentioned 

once. References to medical emergency equipment on-site, such defibnllators, were 

referred to once. One reference to memorials for deceased employees existed. Tenure 

and fair issue review boards were referred to 1 time each. Support groups were 

mentioned only once. This included support groups for minonties, gays and lesbians, and 

disabled. The total count of all variables mentioned in this category was 305. This 

demonstrated that many things could make employees happy. 

Continued education revealed 4 v ariables. The first variable, education, was 

refen-ed to 132. Training was refened to 107 times. Career development aid was only 

mentioned 11 times. The last category was seminars, which was mentioned 5 times. 

The total count of all vanables menfioned in this category was 255. This illustrated that 

training/education/seminars does play a role in employee satisfaction, hi fact, a much 

more significant role in employee safisfacfion than the 4 previous themes. 
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Community ser\ ice/aid yielded two variables: employee community service 

programs and aid after 9/11. Employee community service programs were refen-ed to 39 

times in the articles. This included encouraging employees to volunteer their time and 

money to communitv programs and centers. It also included the company donating 

money to various community service programs and centers. Aid after 9/11 was 

mentioned 15 times. This included donating money to families who lost someone on 

9/11. This also included donating money to various service organizations such as Red 

Cross, police stations, fire departments, etc. The aid also came in forms of grief 

counseling to employees and allowing employees off to grieve or aid in the 9/11 search 

for survivors. The total count for this category was still comparably low (54). This 

demonsfrates that while this theme out ranks some smaller themes, there are still many 

themes that are considered more significant to employee satisfaction. 

The equal opportunity workforce category had four v anables. The first variable 

referred to a significant number of women in management positions. This variable was 

mentioned 17 separate times. Commitment to the advancement to women was mentioned 

a total of three times. TTie third variable refened to a sizable number of women and 

minority workers in the company. This variable w as mentioned only once. The last 

variable mentioned a percentage of minorities in management, which was mentioned 

once. .Minorities were referred to here as ethnicities. The total count for this category was 

also 22 showing that it also played low significance in employee safisfacfion. 

The ninth theme, retention, had 2 variables: zero layoffs and low turn over. Zero 

layoffs were mentioned 16 times. Several companies refened to in the articles featured 
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zero layoffs as an asset due to the tact that they had never laid off a single employee. 

Low turn over v\as refened to 3 times. The total count for this category was 19 

demonstrating that it had low significance in employee satisfaction. 

In the last emergent theme, communication, four variables were revealed (see 

Appendix B). The first few v ariables w ere all mentioned only one time: no secret policy, 

letters of praise sent home to families, and an open door policy. The last item, 

communication, v\ as the largest in this emergent theme. Commimication was mentioned 

8 separate times. The communication theme yielded 12 references and was the smallest 

of all themes. This theme was shown to be considered the least important of all 11 

emergent diemes due to the small number of total mentions in the theme. This 

demonstrates that communication is perceiv ed as playing little role in employee 

satisfaction. 

Ten different emergent themes were revealed in the \ arious articles reviewed. The 

emergent themes were as followed: salary, work schedule, parental benefits, perks, 

miscellaneous, training/education seminars, community ser\ ice/aid, work force, 

retention, and communication. Each emergent theme yielded various variables. These 

themes yielded 93 different vanables ranging from communicafion to tenure. Of the 10 

different themes related to employee satisfaction, the commumcation theme was shown 

to be the least often refened to. Salary was revealed to be the most refened to theme 

making it a predominate charactenstic of employee satisfaction. The other 9 emergent 

themes were shown to be diverse in mentions and variables. They ranged from 19 
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mentions and 2 variables to 396 mentions and 7 variables. This shows that while 

employee satisfaction can be achieved it is complex and contains many variables. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The researcher proposed two research questions. RQ 1: What are the 

predominant characteristics of employee satisfaction? RQ 2: 'What role does 

communication play in employee satisfaction? Most of the findings of the study were 

contradictory to past research. Past research, such as Trombetta and Rogers (1988), 

Richmond et al. (1982), and Romano (1997), refened to variables such as 

communication, leadership, and mofivafion as playing a significant part of employee 

safisfacfion. However, that was not shown with the results of this study. In fact, 87 of 

the 93 presented variables were not mentioned in past research. The 7 variables, which 

were mentioned in past research, were as followed: communication, salary, flexibility, 

environment, education, benefits, and monetary and nonmonetary recognition. 

Communication, which had significant support from past researchers like Baird 

and Diebolt (1976) and Anderson and Martin (1995), was initially believed to play a 

significant role in employee satisfaction but was demonstrated to only show some 

importance. In fact, the combined count of variables in this theme made it tie for posifion 

33rd. Communicafion was only refened to 14 fimes in the articles. This demonstrated 

that while communication does play a role in employee satisfaction it is not perceived as 

being the most important factor. In fact, many items were considered more important. 

These ranged from basics items like insurance to perks like gyms, telecommuting aids, 

lactation rooms, etc. Speculation for why communication tied for 33rd is that 
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communication may just be a basic instinctive occunence that most people do not think 

of Gyms, lactation rooms, nap rooms, etc., are extras that make companies special; 

tiierefore, mentioning them makes their company stand apart from the rest. Therefore, to 

mention the ob\ious, like communication, may not be worth the space it takes up on the 

company's descnption. Another reason may be that a lot of the items on the company's 

descriptions were unique like lactation rooms, nap rooms, and on-site dentists, items that 

were special, different, creative, innovative. 

Benefit, which was also present in literature from researchers Barbian (2001) and 

Lyon (2001), was shown to play some role in employee satisfaction. Alone, this variable 

only had 32 mentions ranking it 23rd (see Appendix A), However, in its emergent theme, 

salary, it played a significant role in employee satisfacfion. In fact, this variable resided in 

the largest emergent theme, salary. This demonstrates that with its combined variables, in 

its theme, it played a significant role in employee satisfaction. The reason for this 

occurrence could be that benefits are basic and essential. Most, if not all, companies have 

at least some type of benefits package. Benefits are typically one of the several things 

that people initially look at when taking or considering a job. Many employees realize 

that their benefits are what take care of them and their family. Therefore, for many people 

having benefits plays a big role in employee satisfaction, which was demonstrated by the 

results. 

Salary, which was also believed to play a role in employee satisfaction, was 

demonstrated to play a significant role. In fact, it was demonstrated to be the largest 

emergent theme. Alone salary ranked 27th (see Appendix A) but as an emergent theme it 
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had the largest amount of mentions. The researcher's belief was that this theme was so 

significant because many companies today need to be competitive. Therefore, many 

companies mentioned benefits, insurance, salary, stocks, bonuses, etc., to show that they 

can match or beat their competition when it comes to taking care of their employees. 

Flexibility, which was supported by Baird and Diebolt (1995) and Barbian (2001), 

w as shown to play an important role in employee satisfaction. In fact, it was shown to 

have the highest count of all individual variables with 216 (see Appendix A). This most 

likely occurred because many employees v iewed job flexibility as freedom. Job 

flexibility gives employees freedom to rotate shifts and rotate job posifions. It also allows 

employees to utilize creativity in their job description and duties. This creates a sense of 

freedom and power. 

The idea that education was a part of employee satisfaction was also supported by 

Barbain (2001) and current results. Many companies took pride in the fact that they 

wanted their employees and their employees" children to continue their education. For 

this reason, education was the third largest variable with a count of 132 mentions. This 

number could be so high because education plays as an important part of society. 

Allowing employees to continue dieir education benefits the company and the employees. 

It may mean that the employee gets more knowledge, money, prestige, benefits, perks, 

etc. Providing money to employees, children to go to college shows employees that not 

only do they care about them but they care about their families as well. 

The environment/atmosphere variable that was supported by, Romano (1997) and 

Maitland (2002), had a low count and was only ranked 42nd (see Appendix A). The 
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reason for this low number could be that the few companies that listed atmosphere as 

important w ere companies that focused on attnosphere as a core component of their 

company. These companies were mostly architectural companies or public service 

companies. Companies that relied on people's perceptions of what their company looked 

like, and w hat their surroundings looked like. Companies that needed people to see the 

whole pictiu-e to get the \alue of the company, unlike companies, like Alston & Bird, 

who wanted people to focus on the sen ices they provided. 

While the words monetary and nonmonetary rewards were not used in the articles, 

the ideas were still in play during the study. Instead of using these words, monetary and 

nonmonentary rewards, many companies refened to the types of rewards given like 

bonuses and awards. In this study, bonuses ranked very high (3rd) (see Appendix A). 

.Awards can also make a company sound better but here it was only ranked 33, tying with 

communication. This could have occuned because for some companies the focus was on 

their monetary rewards not their nonmonentary rewards. It could also be because other 

types of items were given as incentives instead of physical awards. 

For the rest of the 87 variables, it is unknown why they were not mentioned in 

past literature. It could be that a lot of the items were not studied due to their diversity 

and low counts. It could be that past literature only focused on the major factors and not 

the small factors, such as on-site clinics, v ideo arcades, hair saloons, etc. It could also be 

that some of the variables were core job items, such insurance, training, etc., and a lot of 

the variables were things that could easily be taken away or removed with out affecting 

the core of the company. An example would be taking away a gym. It may make the 
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company employees upset but eventually they would adapt. If on the other hand, the 

company took all the benefits w ay from their employees, then they may not adapt. It 

could even become a legal issue because by laws under certain standards companies are 

required to provide certain benefits to certain employees. Gyms on the other hand are 

considered luxuries. \ery tew of the remaining 87 items were things that would not be 

considered extras. Those that were, were considered basics, like paternity/maternity 

lea\e, job sharing, job rotation, etc. 

It is unknown to the researcher why some of the variables in past research, like 

leadership, motiv ation, etc., did not surface in the findings. It may be that the other items 

were just more prominent. It is easy to think of a video arcade when it is staring you in 

the face ev ery day. Employees may just menfion things that were easily accessible in 

their minds and not focused on anything else. It could also be that maybe these 

previously studied companies did not have these variables. Many of the mentioned items 

like lactation rooms, nap rooms, etc., are generational ideas. It could also be that past 

researchers only focused on \'ariables that they believed they could have some control 

over changing. It is easier to talk a company into providing free Kotex products in ladies 

resfrooms than it is to get them to change salary rates. 

Limitations 

The first possible limitafion can be seen with the article's lack of explanafions 

about the rankings. Many of the examined articles give no clear explanation of how they 

choose the companies featured on their lists. They also give no clear explanations of 
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their criteria for the ratings. The articles gave no mention of what made the top company 

the top company. All the articles did was say that this was the top company and this is 

v\ hat they do. 

The next limitation is that a lot of the same companies were on several lists. More 

than 100 companies made it on at least three lists. When this happened the majority of 

the time the same descriptions about the company surfaced. This meant that if a 

company listed five things about themselves then those five things would be counted over 

and over again because thev were on different lists. This meant that a lot of the numbers 

v\ ere affected by the repetition of the names. 

The next limitation can be seen with the fact that just because something works 

for one company does not mean that it w ill work for all companies. Several companies 

listed small things that they thought made a difference. For some companies, these small 

things would have no effect; for example, a company listed free Kotex products in the 

ladies' restrooms. For that company, it obv iously made a difference because it was 

mentioned. For another company that may make little if any difference to the employees. 

It may also be that something may make a difference to one employee but not to the other 

employees. Free Kotex products would most likely make no impact on male workers so 

using that item to improve their satisfaction would not work. 

The last limitation can be seen with the research questions. One of the 

researcher's reasons for using content analysis was to compare one variable to another. 

The research question used for this study did not allow this to happen. 
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Implications for Future Research 

There are many possible research avenues that future researchers could follow. 

The first direction that they may take is exploring the results of this study as they relate to 

communication. \'ery low numbers were revealed in this sttidy related to 

communication. Futiu-e research could try to discover why the numbers were so low. 

Past research has tied high employee satisfaction to communication but the researcher 

only found it to have some importance. One may want to explore why exactly this 

happened, 

Anotiier direction that may be taken is exploring just a few of the names on a list, 

like Edward Jones, Alston & Baird, or .Xilinx. Researchers may want to go into the 

companies and look and see if what they are saying about the companies is true. They 

may also want to survey the employees to sec if the items listed do give them high 

satisfaction. Focus groups may also help get at the dynamics of the company. 

.Another av enue that may be taken is comparing two or more companies, like 

Edward Jones, Adobe Systmes, and TD Industries. By comparing two or more 

companies, one may be able to see how the same dynamics work in different 

environments. This may allow the researcher to prove that certain things may be 

universal. This may allow the researchers to create a master list that could be 

implemented into all companies to improve their employee satisfaction ratings. 
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Conclusion 

There are a lot of job opportunities for people in the world today. For this reason, 

the need to keep your employees happy is very immediate. However, it is difficult to 

achieve. Many v ariables go into employee satisfaction, which can easily be seen, by the 

numbers of variables revealed in this study. The variables were very diverse and some 

were very creative. Some things were basic and some things were just unique extras. 

Despite the %ariance, a few variables ranked high which demonsfrated that some things 

could be held uni\ ersal for most companies. The top rankings provide at least a small 

start for companies who want to improve their satisfaction rafings. 
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APPENDIX A 

VARIABLE RANKINGS 

1. Flexible work (216) 
2, Insurance (167) 
3 Bonuses (146) 
4. Education (132) 
5. Indoor workout facility/ outdoor sports fields (128) 
6. .Maternity Paternity leave (121) 
7. Cafeteria'free food frays (115) 
8. Training (107) 
9. Profit sharing (104) 
10. Compresses work week (97) 

Work at home (97) 
2, Child care (96) 
3, Job sharing (93) 
4, Adoption aid reimbursement (92) 
5, Employee assistant programs (91) 
6, Telecommuting aids (85) 
". Family leave (84) 
8. Overtime benefits/perks (78) 
9. Stocks(65) 

20. Elderly care refenal (60) 
21. Community service/aid (39) 
22. Vacation/Holiday pay (37) 
23. Benefits (32) 
24. Discounts on products/services (26) 
25. 4i)lKplan(19) 
26. Same sex Non-married domesfic parent insurance (19) 
27. Salary (18) 
28. Significant number of women in management posifions (17) 
29. Sabbaticals (16) 

Zero layoffs (16) 
31. Aid after 9-11 (15) 

On-site clinic (15) 
33. Awards (14) 
34. Sick day policy (13) 
35. Career planning/ development (11) 

Pension plan (11) 
37. Generous severance pay (10) 

Massages (10) 
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39. Equal parking for all employees (9) 
40. Communication (8) 
41. Atmosphere (7) 

Car/Bike maintenance (7) 
43 Hair salon Nail Salon on cite (6) 
44. Retirement (5) 

Seminars (5) 
Upward mobility (5) 

47. Causal dress policy (4) 
Help with finical needs (4) 
Mentoring program (4) 
Yoga classes (4) 

51, .All treated equal policy (3) 
Commitment to the advancement of women (3) 
Dry cleaning center on cite (3) 
Holiday perks (3) 
Low turn over rate (3) 
Subsidized acfivities (3) 

57. .Availability of corporate jet in cases of emergencies (2) 
Corporate sponsored trips (2) 
Help with wedding (2) 
In house banking (2) 
Job rotation (2) 
No secrets policy (2) 
Pet insurance (2) 
Savings plan (2) 
Support groups (2) 
Weekly social gatherings (2) 

67. .Audio library (1) 
Birthday recognition (1) 
Dentist on-site (1) 
Fair issue rev iew board (1) 
Free art classes (1) 
Free baby car seat to new parents (1) 
Free income tax preparation (1) 
Free Kotex products provided in ladies restrooms (1) 
Intramural sports league (1) 
Lactation room (1) 
Laundry room on-site (1) 
Letters of praise sent home to family (1) 
.Medical emergency equipment on hand (1) 
Meditafion services (1) 
.Memorial dedicated to deceased employees (1) 
.Minorifies in management positions (1) 
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Nap room (1) 
Newsletter (1) 
On-site film-developing center (1) 
On-site travel agent (1) 
Open book policy (1) 
Open door policy (1) 
Sick leave for pets (1) 
Sizable number of women and minority workers (1) 
Tenure (1) 
\ideo arcade (1) 
\ideo rental store (1) 

94. Well baby plan (1) 
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APPENDIX B 

EMERGENT THEMES 

I. Salary 

1 Insurance (167) 
2 Bonuses (146) 
3 Profit sharing (104) 
4 Overtime benefits/perks (78) 
5 Stocks (65) 
6 Vacation/HoHday pay (37) 
7 Benefits (32) 
8 401Kplan(19) 
9 Same sex/ Non-married domestic parent insurance (19) 

10 Salary (18) 
11 Sabbaticals (16) 
12 Awards (14) 
14 Pension plan (11) 
15 Generous severance pay (10) 
17 Holiday perks (3) 

II. Work Schedule 

1 Flexible work (216) 
2 Job sharing (93) 
3 Job rotation (2) 
4 Compresses work week (97) 
5 Work at home (97) 

III. Parental Benefits 

1 Maternity/Paternity leave (121) 

2 Child care (96) 
3 Adoption aid/ reimbursement (92) 
4 Family leave (84) 
5 Free baby car seat to new parents (1) 
6 Lactation room (1) 
7 Well baby plan (1) 
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IV. Perks 

1 Indoor workout facility outdoor sports fields (128) 
2 Cafeteria rooms free snacks/free meals (115) 
3 Discounts on products/services (26) 
4 On-site clinic (15) 
5 Massages (10) 
6 Cai- Bike maintenance (7) 
7 Hair salon Nail Salon on-site (6) 
8 \'oga classes (4) 
9 Dry cleaning center on-site (3) 

10 Subsidized activities (3) 
11 Corporate sponsored trips (2) 
12 In house banking (2) 
13 Pet insurance (2) 
14 Help with wedding (2) 
15 Audio library (1) 
16 Dentist on-site (1) 
17 Free art classes (1) 
18 Free income tax preparation (1) 
19 Free Kotex products provided in ladies restrooms (1) 
20 Intramural sports league (1) 
21 Laundry room on-site (1) 
22 Meditation services (1) 
23 Nap room (1) 
24 On-site film-developing center (1) 
25 On-site travel agent (1) 
26 Video arcade (1) 
27 Video rental stores (1) 

V .Miscallaneous 

1 Employee assistant programs (91) 
2 Telecommuting aids (85) 
3 Elderly care referral (60) 
4 Sick day policy (13) 
5 Equal parking for all employees (9) 
6 Atmosphere (7) 
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7 Retirement (5) 
8 Upward mobility (5) 
9 Causal dress policy (4) 
0 Help with finical needs (4) 
1 Mentoring progi-am (4) 
2 .All treated equal policy (3) 

3 Availability of corporate jet in cases of emergencies (2) 
4 Sa\ings plan (2) 
5 Support groups (2) 
6 Weekly social gatherings (2) 
7 Birthday recognition (1) 
8 Fair issue re\ievv board (1) 
9 Medical emergency equipment on hand (1) 

20 Memorial dedicated to deceased employees (1) 
21 Newsletter (1) 
22 Sick leave for pets (1) 
23 Tenure (1) 

VI. Continued Education 

1 Education (132) 
2 Training (107) 
3 Seminars (5) 
4 Career planning/ development (11 

VII, Community Service .Aid 

1 Community service aid (39) 
2 Aid after 9/11 (15) 

VIII. Equal Opportunity Work Force 

1 Significant number of women in management positions (17) 
2 Minorities in management positions (1) 
3 Sizable number of women and minority workers (1) 
4 Commitment to the advancement of women (3) 
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IX. Retention 

1 Zero layoffs (16) 
2 Low turn-over rate (3) 

X. Communication 

1 Communication (8) 
2 No secrets policy (2) 
3 Letters of praise sent home to family (1) 
4 Open book policy (1) 
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